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Abstract—In an era where ubiquitous systems will be mainstream, users will take a more passive role and these systems will have to make smart decisions on behalf of their users. Automating these decisions in a continuously evolving dynamic context can be challenging. First of all, the right thing to do usually depends on the circumstances and context at hand. What might be a good decision today, could be a bad one tomorrow. Secondly, the system should be made aware of the impact of its decisions over time so that it can learn from its mistakes as humans do. In this paper, we formulate a technique for decision support systems to mitigate runtime uncertainty in the observed context, and demonstrate our context-driven probabilistic framework for ubiquitous systems that addresses the above mentioned challenges. Our framework incorporates end-to-end Quality of Context (QoC) as a key ingredient to make well-informed decisions. It leverages Dynamic Decision Networks (DDN) to deal with the presence of uncertainty and the partial observability of context information, as well as the temporal effects of the decisions. Our experiments with the framework demonstrate the feasibility of our approach and potential benefits to automatically make the best decision in the presence of a changing environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of ubiquitous computing technologies, the concept, the principle architecture, and the mechanisms behind decision support systems evolve significantly. Ubiquitous support systems operate in an environment that proactively assists people in their daily lives under changing circumstances. In such a dynamic situation, what might be a good decision in one scenario, could be an awful one for another scenario. As such, the best decision usually depends on the current situation. The major challenge that such ubiquitous systems face is being aware of the impact of their decisions and actions over time so that they can reason about the outcomes of their actions and learn from their mistakes as humans do.

Context [1] is defined as any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity, where an entity can be an object, place or person relevant to the current scope of the system. Context data drives the decisions and actions in an ubiquitous environment. Making well-informed decisions is a key to reduce the risk of negative outcomes. For instance, in healthcare applications, it is crucial to have high confidence in the quality of the information upon which decisions are based. However, the Quality of Context (QoC) can highly affect the decision outcomes of the system. As context can be inherently ambiguous, we need certain attributes that signify the adequacy or degree of suitability of the context data. This degree of suitability is often regarded as the Quality of the Context. QoC can be defined [2] as any information that describes the quality of the information used as context data. It involves any attribute that reflects the desired quality characteristics in order to make well-informed decisions in an ubiquitous system. QoC addresses the erratic nature of context data, especially when gathered from sensors or when requested from unfamiliar resources. This way we can express the confidence in, for example, getting accurate location information of a person from a GPS device or information about his current activity based on audio or acceleration sensors in his smartphone. The relevant QoC attributes — such as precision, accuracy, timeliness, trustworthiness — are influenced by the required type of context and vary from case to case.

Due to the dynamism in ubiquitous environments, we cannot anticipate all eventualities. Hence, there is a strong need to deal with the uncertainty in the context data. Decisions made solely on the available context information can hamper the overall working of the system. Quantifying and ensuring the QoC is a fundamental issue since a subpar QoC can compromise the correctness and desirability of the decisions. To assure the effectiveness and user satisfaction, the QoC has to consider the quality of both the exchanged context data and the context distribution process in an end-to-end manner. Also, the runtime quality assessment can significantly impact the decisions and performance. Furthermore, these systems face a challenge in terms of proactive support to the users. To initialize the desirable services automatically in an unobtrusive way is not straightforward due to the runtime uncertainty in the context [3]. The uncertainty in the context data can lead to annoying or wrong decisions. It can also have a negative impact on the ability to reliably predict future contexts for proactive decision support. For example, a diabetic patient could receive smart advice for insulin dosage from a medicine recommender system based on his current insulin level and the physical activities he has planned for the remainder of the day. However, low-quality context could lead to wrong context predictions and possibly bad decisions for insulin dosage. Our approach aims to learn from the previous decisions in order to improve the quality of the decisions and actions by our system.

In this paper we discuss a scenario in the area of assisted living and demonstrate our context-driven decision support framework that addresses the above challenges. Given a decision that requires certain context types, the impact of desired QoC attributes can be modeled using probability distributions. To the best of our knowledge, none of existing approaches address the QoC requirements for an ubiquitous assisted living
environment capturing the runtime uncertainty in decision making. Therefore, the major contribution of our work is a novel approach that incorporates end-to-end QoC as a key ingredient to make well-informed decisions. Our framework leverages Dynamic Decision Networks (DDN) to deal with the presence of uncertainty and the partial observability of context, as well as the temporal effects of the decisions. Experiments with our framework demonstrate the feasibility of the approach and potential benefits to automatically make the best decision in the presence of changing situations or circumstances. The applicability of DDNs is an emerging research topic, and its use in the area of self-adaptation for autonomous systems was recently investigated [4] for a specific application on remote data mirroring.

This paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we give an overview of the related work. Section III highlights our use case scenario and the subsequent section explores the requirements for the scenario. Section IV provides a brief account of DDNs and the details about our approach to ensure end-to-end QoC management using a probabilistic decision support model to mitigate the runtime uncertainty. Finally, after evaluating our approach applied on our use case scenario in Section V, the paper concludes and offers a discussion of topics of interest for future work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The importance of the relevance of the data has been identified since the very early work in context-aware ubiquitous systems. Despite of its importance few works have been carried out to quantify the QoC and ensure the quality of the information on which the decisions and actions of context-aware systems are based. Moreover, many decision support techniques are insufficient to address the runtime uncertainty in the context information as they do not assess the QoC in an end-to-end fashion. We formulate the related work into two parts:

1) QoC attributes and modeling aspects
2) Runtime decision support addressing uncertainty

A. QoC attributes and modeling aspects

QoC attributes and their modeling comes into play to capture the uncertainties in context data. A well designed model is a key assessor to the quality of the context. Krause and Hochstatter [5] discussed the challenges in modeling the QoC and its usage. Several QoC models emerged but most of the QoC models were not properly quantified according to the QoC requirements. Castro et al. [6] investigated the accuracy of a location sensing service was compromised. Ranganathan et al. [7] used predicate and probabilistic logic to assign confidence values from 0 to 1 for every type of context. Dey et al. [1] suggested that mediation with the user can help to reduce the uncertainty. QoC is modeled as meta-data where additional information about the quality of the context source is utilized to capture the uncertainty. Krause and Hochstatter [5], Bucsholz et al. [2] and Manzoor [8] realized the imperfection of the context data as QoC classifying the quality in two classes as QoC parameters and QoC sources.

Sheikh et al. [9] identify several quality indicators like precision, freshness, spatial resolution, temporal resolution and probability of correctness. The authors propose that these quality indicators are well-suited in ubiquitous systems for healthcare. However, no quantification mechanism has been proposed by the authors in order to evaluate the role of these parameters in critical decision support. Kim et al. [10] present the quality dimensions such as accuracy, completeness, representation consistency, access security and up-to-dateness for measuring QoC in ubiquitous environments. Moreover, they present an average based aggregation method for evaluating the Quality of Context Information (QoCI) completeness of a set of raw context information. The authors describe an objective evaluation of the level of information quality through the proposed method. The evaluation mechanism provided in this work is only suitable under circumstances where continuous data is being generated by the sensors. Similarly, the completeness measure also revolves around the ratio of available attributes provided by the sensors and the total number of attributes. Thus, in general the proposed mechanism is not valid for dynamic open ended transient networks. Filho et al. [11] present an approach for measuring QoCI that can be applied to raw, inferred and derived information offering three different aggregation approaches: minimum, maximum, and average methods. The work of Manzoor et al. [8] presents methods for evaluating QoCI up-to-dateness, trust-worthiness, completeness, and significance.

B. Runtime decision support addressing uncertainty

Ubiquitous systems have to take into account uncertainty in context data at runtime. In these systems context sources are dynamic in nature. They can disappear and re-appear at any time and context models change to include new context entities and types. The properties of context sources and context types can change randomly and the uncertainty can vary too. Fenton and Neil [12] have used Bayesian networks for predictions of the satisfaction of non-functional aspects of a system. Esfarhani et al. [13] employ fuzzy mathematical models to tackle the inherent uncertainty in their GuideArch framework while making decisions on software architectures. Dynamic configuration of service oriented systems was investigated by Filieri et al. [14]. In contrast to our model, they used Markov models to investigate the decision making under uncertainty and quality requirements. Our approach focuses on evaluating the role of QoC for decision support in highly dynamic and open ended ubiquitous systems. We have a different perspective to tackle the challenge of ever changing contexts and making decisions in time based on that context. We have used probability reasoning with Bayesian networks and Decision networks [15] to tackle the real-time decision problems under uncertainty and QoC requirements of the users. Moreover, we focus on runtime aspects of the uncertainty of the context data and their impact on the actions of these systems leveraging DDNs. We model a real-time ubiquitous system that dynamically changes over time. Its context and QoC requirements for each user also evolve over time. Our model aims to learn from the previous decisions in order to improve the quality of the decisions and actions by our system.

III. USE CASE SCENARIO

Recent advances in ICT have changed the notion of active aging from merely enhancing the quality of life as people age,
towards policies that enable elderly to lead socio-economically independent lifestyles. Mobility is seen as an essential decisive factor to maintain an altogether autonomous living. Physical wellness and active aging are highly inter-linked. Being physically active would not only assist the elderly in managing certain illnesses (such as diabetes, Parkinson disease) but also encourage them to actively participate in social interaction, self-development and recreation. Assisted living systems and the relationship with context awareness have been outlined by Juan et al. [16] and a more detailed account of assisted living technologies and functions have been outlined by Sun et al. [17]. Ensuring the safety and security of the user with the help of alarms, monitoring the health and well-being of the user, and the use of interactive and virtual services to help support the user are few of them. Table I enlists the functional requirements of an assisted living system. Here, we will elaborate our use case in assisted living for motivating our research work and briefly discuss the objectives and requirements to explain our choice of solutions and evaluation criteria.

### A. Objectives

An important parameter that characterizes the quality of independent life is the safety of the users in their own homes. Ageing can affect all domains of life leading to physical infirmity and loss of mental or cognitive abilities necessitating safety monitoring applications. These applications use several sensors (e.g. body worn accelerometer and heart rate sensors). Activity recognition algorithms and fall detection algorithms are used to infer the mobility of the user. A context processing and management infrastructure ensures the provisioning of the context data. Poor-quality data may result in the system not being able to accurately detect the users’ location which may lead to an inadequate provision of care and assistance.

Assisted living systems operate in real-time by processing events as they occur in the environment, and provide immediate support based on these detected events. Activity recognition and reasoning algorithms enrich these systems with contextual knowledge. Lack of QoC control may result in such a system providing assistance and support based upon incorrect data, information and knowledge inputs, and this may have an unfavorable effect on the users of the system (e.g. the elderly and their caregivers, health professionals, as well as relatives and friends). This adds to the complexity and suggests a need for quality control for the context data.

Based on the above mentioned shortcomings, we contrive the methodology for the well-informed decision making in assisted living as follows:

1) A traditional QoC requirements gathering to identify and model the required quality attributes at design time. It is domain specific and involves the type of context being utilized.

2) Runtime support to detect a change of quality in a particular context type and to measure its impact on other context types before making any decision.

3) Enforcement of QoC policies or ways to ensure the QoC requirements while making a decision.

As a case study we have modeled a smart notification assistant for monitoring elderly people. The objective of this use case is to realize an effective, automated recognition and alarm system for emergency situations in a smart home environment, and more particularly for selecting an appropriate caregiver. The choice of an appropriate caregiver depends upon the real-time context of the caregiver. The objective of the system is to make a smart choice for the caregiver based on certain QoC requirements. In our use case scenario we have modeled Timeliness and Reliability as the two main factors that will influence the choice of caregiver in an alarming situation. As such, the contextual uncertainty comes from the caregiver’s end. His/her locality and availability are the major causes of runtime uncertainty in our use case.

### B. Requirements

The major functional requirements of our smart notification assistant use case are:

- **R1:** The system can detect the physical state of the user immediately before and after the impact to assess whether assistance is needed in order to eliminate/minimize false alarms.

- **R2:** The system should detect the impact in real-time to facilitate immediate notifications to appropriate caregivers, and should detect the context of the caregiver, i.e. his locality and availability. It should take into account the runtime evidence to mitigate contextual uncertainty and take the most rational decision.

- **R3:** The system should select the caregiver with respect to the QoC requirements from the patient’s perspective (such as T_{high} for High Timeliness and R_{max} for Maximum Reliability).

Suppose the caregiver’s locality is unknown, and that his availability is known. Obviously, the confidence on Timeliness will be affected. We consider the Reliability of the system to be good if the system was able to notify an appropriate caregiver. As such, the context information of the caregiver influences the ability to address these QoC requirements. However, for the next decision, the system should take into consideration the real impact of its choices on Reliability and change it to maintain the Maximum Reliability (R_{max}).

- **R4:** The system should be able to update the future decisions if the QoC requirements were not met. The system should also be able to track any decisions taken in the past as well as their impact.

- **R5:** As some decisions might come with a cost (e.g. calling an emergency response team in case of a false alarm), the system should balance the costs with the benefits for any decision it makes with respect to the QoC requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automate Home</td>
<td>Deals with independent living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remind Medication</td>
<td>Deals with the forgetfulness for well being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule Exercise</td>
<td>Deals with physical fitness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Deals with physical problems and supports good routines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminiscence</td>
<td>Cops with the cognitive ageing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Deals with the care to fight frailty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I. FUNCTIONS OF AN AMBIENT ASSISTED LIVING SYSTEM**
Based on the above mentioned requirements, our system should be able to take the following actions considering the options available at the moment:

- **Action (A1):** Address and verify all the QoC requirements before making any decision or taking any corresponding action.
- **Action (A2):** Take into account the current situation of the caregiver as well as that of the patient, choose the most appropriate caregiver and notify him/her.
- **Action (A3):** Learn from the previous decisions w.r.t. the uncertain context of the caregiver (i.e. locality and availability) and improve future choices accordingly.

### IV. Quality-aware Smart Decisions Under Uncertainty

This section details the framework to process the QoC at each level of the context processing chain for our ubiquitous notification assistant. Additionally, it presents a probabilistic decision support model to tackle the runtime uncertainty. A brief account of our DDN model is also presented in this section.

#### A. QoC-awareness in smart notification assistant

The actions of the smart notification assistant are influenced by the uncertainty involved while processing multiple context types at runtime, in this case the **locality** and **availability** of the caregiver. As context data is extremely volatile, it requires certain QoC attributes (e.g. precision, accuracy, timeliness, trustworthiness) to achieve the context confidence defined as system’s belief in the truth of the context. These QoC attributes may change over time in response to changes in the context. These attributes might be relevant in one context, but completely irrelevant in some other or might be weighed against each other, resulting in a trade-off between the attributes and their partial fulfillment. Further, quality attributes are difficult to quantify due to their fuzzy nature and the runtime uncertainty in the context data. Being QoC-aware demands a great deal of runtime support to ensure the end-to-end QoC, from the low-level context of the sensor to the high-level aggregated context that the application requires.

The QoC processing at the lower levels of the context processing chain – i.e. at the sensor data level – has been well researched [18]. To ensure QoC-awareness at each level of the context processing and provisioning chain, we propose a QoC processing framework to incorporate QoC-awareness in decisions of our smart notification assistant, shown in Fig. 2. The QoC processing engine takes the decisions at each level of the context processing taking into account the QoC requirements. At context gathering, it considers the QoC requirements as well as the event characteristics along with the event’s own context. At the next level of context processing, it takes into account the QoC requirements and the low-level context characteristics. Finally, at the high-level context processing, it uses the QoC requirements and the context requirements in order to take a smart decision. In the subsequent section, we will discuss the QoC-aware decision making at context reasoning level for our notification assistant (highlighted with a dotted line in Fig. 2).

![End-to-end quality management in context processing](image1.png)

**Fig. 1.** End-to-end quality management in context processing

![End-to-end QoC model in context-aware decision support](image2.png)

**Fig. 2.** End-to-end QoC model in context-aware decision support; dotted squared area highlights the QoC-aware decision support with high level context
We propose a model driven approach for smart decisions of our notification assistant under an uncertain context and its quality attributes. The proposed QoC framework not only makes the smart choices but it will also be well-informed about its previous decisions and their ability to fulfill the QoC requirements of the user.

### B. DDN-based decision model conforming QoC requirements

Model-driven engineering and runtime models play a crucial role in tackling uncertainty in the data. A key issue in this approach is keeping the runtime models synchronized with the changing system. Uncertain attributes can be described using probability distributions derived by analyzing historical attribute values. These methods can take advantage of probability theory and statistics that helped solve stochastic problems in the past. Probabilistic reasoning systems use network models to reason with uncertainty. Probabilistic reasoning allows the system to reach rational decisions even when complete information is not available.

Knowledge about runtime uncertainty can be captured by a data structure for probabilistic inference called a Bayesian network (BN) and can be extended with temporal decisions, their utility and chance nodes to become a DDN. Bencomo and Belggoun [4] have advocated to use DDNs to deal with the runtime uncertainty in self-adaptive systems. DDNs can be used to model the decision support system that passively monitors and predicts the environment over time to take correct actions while considering any preferences. We present a mathematical model supported by DDNs as a solution to address the uncertainty in the context data and its quality while taking into account QoC requirements. A BN is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) represented by a triplet (N, E, P), where N is the set of chance nodes, E is the set of arcs to represent causal influence of the chance nodes and P is the conditional probability distribution for each chance node.

A Decision Network (DDN) is a BN that also includes a set of decision nodes and utility nodes. The utility nodes express the preferences among possible states of the world in terms of a subset of the chance nodes and the decision nodes. A probability-weighted expected utility is calculated for each decision given the evidence. To represent variables that change over time, it is possible to use a time-sliced network such that each time-slice corresponds to a time point. A DDN is used for the states, preferences and the decisions that change over time. Fig. 3 shows the structure of a general DDN. To process the QoC at each layer of context processing, its requirements can be modeled using a DDN that evolves over time where each time slice contains an action taken by the system. Utility functions can be used to assign priorities to different QoC requirements. The random variables associated with the chance nodes in a DDN can represent the QoC requirements for all the possible actions.

![Fig. 3. Structure of a general Dynamic Decision Network](image)

Our model expresses QoC requirements (QoC<sub>i</sub>) and the context of the caregiver by chance nodes. These chance nodes make a Bayesian network with the conditional probabilities corresponding to the effects of different actions D<sub>j</sub> over QoC<sub>i</sub> expressed as P(QoC<sub>i</sub> | D<sub>j</sub>). Evidence nodes, defined as “Obs” in Fig. 3, express the uncertainty factors connected to the chance nodes (QoC<sub>i</sub>) to take a favorable decision. For each QoC<sub>i</sub>, the utility nodes express the utility function that takes the conditional probabilities of QoC requirements and their priorities into account. We can compute the expected utility for each decision taking into account the P(QoC<sub>i</sub> | D<sub>j</sub>) and a weight for the decision. The DDN is evaluated using eq. (1) for every decision D<sub>j</sub> to compute the probability-weighted average utility for that decision, also known as the expected utility [15].

\[
EU(D_j | E) = P(QoC_i | E, D_j)U(QoC_i | D_j)
\] (1)

The set of preferences for (QoC<sub>i</sub>) is represented by U(QoC<sub>i</sub> | D<sub>j</sub>), and the conditional probability for each QoC using Bayesian inference given the available evidence E is represented by P(QoC<sub>i</sub> | E, D<sub>j</sub>). The action with the highest expected utility is chosen. Fig. 4 depicts our DDN model in two time slices. T<sub>high</sub> is a dynamic node affected by the runtime context types locality and availability. R<sub>max</sub> corresponds to the evidence influencing T<sub>high</sub>. The transition model for dynamic nodes in each time slice needs to be represented by the conditional probabilities placed in a conditional probability table (CPT). Domain experts are required to fill in the initial values and DDN will update the subsequent values by learning from previous behaviour. The utility node takes all the nodes as parents that affect the outcome. Each type of node in our DDN model is described as follows:

a) Chance nodes Locality and Availability of the user represent the ever changing context (see R2 & R3 from Sect. III-B) of the caregiver.

b) The decision node Choose Caregiver (D) represents the action (see A2 from Sect. III-B) of choosing a caregiver to be called in time slice t. The possible decisions in our use case are: choose the caregiver whose current locality or availability is known, to notify him/her, or to not choose this caregiver.

c) The node T<sub>high</sub> represents the QoC requirement (see R3 from Sect. III-B). It is a dynamic chance node, which means its probability distribution can be affected by the temporal dimension due to the context of the user (see R4 from Sect. III-B). The transition model P(T<sub>high</sub> | T<sub>high</sub>, D<sub>j</sub>) is represented by a conditional probability table (CPT) for which the initial values are filled in by domain experts. The DDN will update the CPT in the subsequent time slices.

d) The node R<sub>max</sub> represents the QoC requirement: Max reliability (see R3, R4 & R5 from Sect. III-B). It is a static chance node and behaves as an observable affecting another QoC attribute: Timeliness. Domain experts should fill in the initial values of its CPT. The
CPT does not change over time, and its conditional probability is represented by \( P(R_{max} \mid T_{high}) \).

e) The utility node \( Utility \) represents the utility function to be used to compute the utility of the action. A utility node has preferences (see A3 & A4 from Sect. III-B) modeled as chance nodes, and decision nodes influencing these preferences as its parents fulfilling R5 from Sect. III-B.

### V. EVALUATING THE DDN TO MAKE DECISIONS MAINTAINING QoC REQUIREMENTS

After setting up the structure of the DDN model with respect to the system’s requirements and objectives, we have carried out our experiments for decision making using the Netica development environment (http://www.norsys.com) [19]. To formulate the inference computation, let us denote the set of decisions and the evidences over the time \( t \) as \( D_{1:t} \) and \( E_{1:t} \), respectively. The context of the caregiver is denoted as \( C_t \). The inference computation that must be solved in order to make a decision with the DDN is given in eq. (2), where \( EU(D_{t+1} \mid R_{max_{t+1}}) \) is the expected utility of the decision \( D_{t+1} \) given the evidence \( R_{max_{t+1}} \).

The Markov property [15] can be used to compute the probability of \( P(T_{high_{t+1}} \mid R_{max_{t+1}}, C_{t+1}, D_{1:t}) \) as given in eq. (3). Next, the value of \( P(T_{high_{t+1}} \mid R_{max_{t+1}}, C_{t+1}, D_{1:t}) \) in eq. (3) can be computed as in eq. (4). In eq. (4) \( P(R_{max} \mid T_{high_{t}}) \) is the observation model, \( \alpha \) is the constant to ensure the probabilities sum up to one and \( tm \) is the transition model. The optimal decision suggested by the DDN at time slice \( t+1 \) is the action that maximizes the expected utility [15] and is expressed as follows:

\[
\arg \max_{D} [EU_{D}(D_{t+1} \mid R_{max_{t+1}})]
\]  

We have performed experiments to see how our DDN model makes decisions under a continuously evolving context of the caregiver.

### A. Decision making under an evolving context

In our first experiment, we have examined the role of DDNs to trigger the correct actions needed by the notification assistant. We observed the capability of our model to learn from previous decisions. In order to evaluate the DDN model shown in Fig.4, we have considered the following initial conditional probabilities for \( T_{high} \) defined by the domain experts [20].

\[
P(Timeliness = high \mid T_{high} = high) = 0.80
\]

\[
P(Timeliness = high \mid T_{high} = low) = 0.20
\]

\[
P(Timeliness = high \mid T_{high} = medium) = 0.30
\]

Conditional probabilities for the temporal aspects of \( T_{high} \) for being high are given as follows:

\[
P(T_{high_{t+1}} = high \mid T_{high_t} = low) = 0.20
\]

\[
P(T_{high_{t+1}} = high \mid T_{high_t} = medium) = 0.30
\]

\[
P(T_{high_{t+1}} = high \mid T_{high_t} = high) = 0.80
\]

The utility values to be used for the calculation of the expected utilities are shown in Table II. Each row represents the utility value associated with a decision (caregiver chosen) and its effects on the chance node (i.e., QoC requirements). Given a row and its decision, a value low for a chance node states that the decision has a negative effect on the QoC requirement represented by the chance node. A value medium states that the decision has a mild effect on the QoC requirement, and a value high states that the decision has a mild effect on the QoC requirement. For example, the first row of Table II states that the decision ChooseCareGiver has a negative effect on Timeliness (\( T_{high} \)), hence the utility is 5. The range for the utility values in Table II is [0 ... 100]. Fig. 5 shows the results of the computation of the expected utility (EU) for each decision chosen during 5 time slices \( t=0 \) to \( t=4 \). In this experiment the availability and the locality of the caregiver are known. The DDN suggests ChooseCareGiver in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Timeliness</th>
<th>Utility 1</th>
<th>Utility 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ChooseCareGiver</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChooseCareGiver</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChooseCareGiver</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoNotChooseCG</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoNotChooseCG</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoNotChooseCG</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II. UTILITY TABLE FOR THE QoC REQUIREMENT TIMELINESS

Fig. 4. DDN model for QoC-aware notification assistant
We conducted another experiment to see the behavior of our model in the presence of uncertainty and partial observability of context i.e. the availability and the locality are unknown in most of the time slices. Fig. 6 shows the results of the computation of the expected utility (EU) for each decision chosen during time slices t=0 to t=5. In this experiment our DDN suggests DoNotChoose this caregiver when context is unknown to maintain the QoC. But as soon as the context of the caregiver changes at t=3, our DDN model computes EU(ChooseCareGiver) > EU(DoNotChoose). Fig. 7 shows the results of another experiment where we observed the role of the observational model and the behavior of our DDN to trigger correct decisions in each time slice. We evaluated how evidences about the Rmax being min, average or max can trigger the need of a runtime change for the next decision. Given the initial conditional probabilities and the utilities provided by experts at time slice 0, the DDN suggests as expected that the best decision is ChooseCareGiver when its context is known. In terms of a DDN, this means that with no evidence about the reliability being min, the apparent suitable decision is to use ChooseCareGiver as the expected utility EU(ChooseCareGiver) > EU(DoNotChoose).

We observed that Rmax=average. This choice is based on the observation of the runtime change in reliability. In the next time slice t=1, our DDN model computed EU(ChooseCareGiver) slightly higher than EU(DoNotChoose). At t=3 we again observed Rmax=min, and our DDN model changed the decision and computed EU(DoNotChoose) > EU(ChooseCareGiver) in the next time slice t=4 even though the context of the caregiver was known. Certainly, the decision DoNotChoose is considered by the DDN as the best decision at this time. It is the most suitable as the ChooseCareGiver action does not necessarily fulfill the QoC requirements for Timeliness (T_{high}) and Reliability (R_{max}). Following the scenario, later on, at time slice 4, the monitoring infrastructure finds the Reliability is max again, and the DDN correctly suggests to take the choice ChooseCareGiver on the basis of the available context.

B. Impact of the utility on the decision making

Finally, we did a sensitivity analysis to examine the effects of the weights described in the utility table II while deriving the best action. We have evaluated the DDN’s sensitivity to these weights on our notification assistant scenario using the same scenario presented earlier to compute the best decision during time slice 1 until time slice 5. However, different from the previous experiment where we kept the values of the utility weights constant (using just the column Utility 1), in this experiment we have assumed that the weights assigned to QoC requirements can be changed on-the-fly at runtime (using values from both columns Utility 1 and 2 in Table II). The different set of weights were used at time slice 3 using the values dictated by the column Utility 2. The DDN started running with the same initial configuration. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 8.

The DDN adapts accordingly when new information becomes available at time t=2, and again as expected, the DDN selects ChooseCareGiver (as this action has greater value of EU than the DoNotChoose). However, the value min of the reliability is monitored at time slice 4, it can be observed that EU(ChooseCareGiver) > EU(DoNotChoose). This effect is due to the newly higher weight associated with the action DoNotChoose at time slice 4. As observed, the values of the weights to calculate the expected utilities of decisions can have an important impact on the evaluation of alternative decisions. In this experiment, we have discussed the sensitivity analysis as an important step to check how sentient the decision-maker is to changes on the values of utilities by systemat-
In this paper we have presented a novel approach for decision support in assisted living by leveraging Dynamic Decision Networks (DDN) to automate decisions in an uncertain context. DDNs build upon Dynamic Bayesian Networks. However, the latter is only able to learn conditional probabilities based on a dataset, whereas DDNs can quantify the impact of the evidence and the effect of the decisions. Furthermore, by exploiting the utility of these decisions our framework can learn how to automatically improve its decisions in the next iteration or time slice. Our first contribution was a feasibility analysis of incorporating DDNs for decision support in an assisted living scenario, and our experiments have clearly demonstrated the ability of adapting its decision in the presence of evolving situations and an uncertain context of the caregiver.

Our second contribution relates to the quality of the context upon which these decisions are based. We extend existing QoC frameworks and modeling paradigms by processing the quality attributes in an end-to-end fashion, rather than considering QoC only at the source of the information (e.g. the sensors). By incorporating QoC in our DDNs, we are able to assess the quality of our context-driven decisions, ascertain their quality and update future decisions and corresponding actions according to the outcome and impact. Suitable decisions that fulfill the QoC requirements are selected from a range of alternative decisions and their expected utilities. Our experiments have shown that our approach is applicable to use cases in the area of assisted living, and the results achieved so far are promising. However, as the sensitivity analysis has shown, one must pay attention to the fact that the quantitative outcome of the experiments themselves are subject to the initially chosen prior and conditional probabilities. These either have to be collected from a data set or be provided by domain experts.

Further work is required towards more systematic techniques for studying the value of the probabilities that change over time and their impact on alternative decisions. Finally, developing tools to specify the QoC requirements and design a DDN would be certainly very helpful as the current tool’s support for modeling and using DDNs is fairly limited.
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